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Overview

3i’s Technologies Rotary Vane metering feeders 
introduces  a unique and revolutionary technology to
the feeding, batching, and �lling process industries.   
This simple design concept o�ers distinct advantages
over typical screw and vibratory approaches.

The Technology

Rotary Vane Technology utilizes two innovative     
key components: an inlet specially designed to
              ensure consistent material �ow into the       

rotary feed drum and pneumatic 
evacuation technology to ensure      

          reliable feeding, batching and �lling even
       with di�cult �owing materials.

Standard Features

Compact, space e�cient design assures ease of installation 
in new or existing process lines
Modular construction for �exibility of application
Simple design for ease of maintenance, disassemble for 
cleaning without tools in less than 5 minutes
Gentle metering and discharge of material preventing 
segregation and degradation, materials �ow on a �rst in 
�rst out basis, achieving mass �ow
Extremely precise volumetric delivery device
Simple mechanical design-only one moving part ensures 
reliable, long term operation
Designed to utilize a material’s “Ideal Flow Rate” by
eliminating inlet/discharge constraints
Available for volumetric or gravimetric operating modes in 
both gain-in-weight and loss-in-weight con�gurations
As an alternative to screw feeders - no friction, no packing, 
and no dragging your materials, keeping your mix integrity 
and particle size distribution intact
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Performance/Accuracy

For over 100 years the accuracy of gain-in-weight or loss-in-weight systems has been 
de�ned primarily by scale size and resolution. While these constraints remain a factor, 
the key element is the design of the metering device.  It is the most important element
 in determining accuracy. 

Conventional feeding devices all have drawbacks in their ability to precisely control 
material �ow due to the basic constraints of the design and/or the di�cult �ow 
properties of  material being fed. The Rotary Vane technology is based upon �lling the 
vane on a consistent basis and ensuring complete discharge of each vane in the process. 
This technology guarantees that a completely empty vane is presented for �ll 
on the next rotation.

Precision metering device

Pneumatic evacuation for di�cult 
�owing materials

Quick disassembly without tools for easy 
cleaning and recon�guration


